
The connected 
playing surface©
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INTRODUCING THE 
ADJUSTABLE 
GOLF 
COURSE©

THE #1 ADJUSTABLE PLAYING 
SURFACE IN GOLF

Zen Green Stage® enhances the 
indoor golf experience by putting you 
onto real-world slopes. 

Much more than a floor which moves, 
it is an adjustable golf course which 
connects with your technology, and 
gives the golfer new ways to play & 
learn.

For full swing and putting

“Just as launch monitors have 
become universal, within a few 
years the Zen Green Stage will be 
everywhere.”

Jon Karlsen, 
Tour Putting Coach

The evolution of indoor golf

1980s: computer games bring golf 
to your armchair

2000s: launch monitors & golf 
simulators perfected 

2020: Zen creates the connected 
playing surface
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THE 
2021 
ZEN 
GREEN 
STAGE®

The fully-realised vision is here 

An all-new product: completely 
redesigned for 2021.

•	 Unique all-direction movement

•	 Double-breaking putts

•	 Putting and Full Swing

•	 Rapid slope transitions

•	 Up to 10% gradient left-right

•	 Up to 8% gradient up-down

•	 NEW Precise Wi-Fi control 
from your phone or tablet

•	 NEW Future-proof: connects 
with tomorrow’s technology

•	 NEW Precise accuracy +/- 0.1%

•	 NEW Stand-on-stage control

•	 NEW Auto self-levelling and 
calibration

•	 NEW Intuitive control system

•	 NEW Safety features

•	 NEW Self-assembly option

•	 NEW Ultra-real putting turf

•	 NEW Strengthened design 
supports multiple players at 
once

•	 NEW Dramatic in-floor 
installation option

•	 NEW Adjustable Strike Turf 
mat

Connects with your technology for 
the complete indoor golf experience.

2021 Zen Green Stage® in-floor with 
Smart2Move 3D Dual Force Plate

2021 Zen Green Stage
Starting at £20,950



THE 
ULTIMATE 
GOLF 
STUDIO

Real-world putting & full swing golf

More realistic practice sessions

Capture new data on your launch 
monitor

Real putting in golf simulators

Truly brings the golf course indoors 

Say goodbye to flat-surface indoor golf. 

Hit shots from sloping fairway lies. 

Create double-breaking pressure-putts.

Embrace your creativity

More real, more enjoyable

Play on the Green Stage®

“The Zen Green Stage has joined 
launch monitors as one of the 
essentials for the modern golf studio."

Phil Kenyon
Tour Putting Coach



MORE 
POWERFUL 
DATA

‘Let’s look at your numbers’ has never 
been this real, or this much fun.

The connected Zen Green Stage® 
gives you data that you have never had 
before, which more accurately mirrors 
real-world playing conditions.

For the first time, indoor golf now has:

Transfer your learning better, out 
onto the golf course

As seasoning brings out the
flavour in food, so Zen Green Stage
brings golf data to life. 

•	 Adjustable sloping lies for 
full-swing golf

•	 Adjustable breaking putts

Enhance your practice
Collect smarter data
Learn better, and boost your ability
to take it out onto the course

“Zen Green Stage is great practice. 
It’s the business.”

Ian Poulter, Ryder Cup golfer, 
Zen Green Stage owner



FOR 
PLAYERS

Hit breaking putts indoors

Hit off sloping lies during practice

Enjoy real putting in your golf sim

Recreate famous pressure putts 
from Tour golf

Play real golf at night...

...and when courses are closed

“The Zen Green Stage’s phenomenal 
flexibility only really becomes 
apparent once you have had it 
installed.”

Rhys Beecher, Education City 
Golf Club, Qatar

Add an ultra-realistic feel
to your home golf studio



FOR 
COACHES

Full swing and putting data capture

Teach golf more naturally

An exciting new way to use floor 
space

More realistic coaching scenarios

Create new coaching programs

Unforgettable group sessions

Zen Green Stage® Certification 
Program

“The Zen Green Stage is the final 
piece of the jigsaw. No other 
technology has its capabilities.
I now give better lessons simply 
because I have the Green Stage. 
In this respect, it's priceless."

Phil Kenyon, 
Tour Putting Coach 

The professional choice

The earth isn’t flat, so why is your 
golf school?

Book more frequent, more 
productive lessons, and accelerate 
learning on the Zen Green Stage®



FOR 
RETAILERS

Sell more golf equipment

More powerful custom-fittings

Maximise revenue from retail space

Attract more customers

“Now we have Zen Green Stage, our 
putter sales are 100% up on last year.”

John McDonald, PGA Head 
Professional

Learn 8 ways to 

DRIVE ROI 
from your Zen 

GREEN STAGE

Increase sales with an 
exclusive retail experience



FOR 
COLLEGES

Attract more students to your college 
program

Boost team putting performance

Boost real-world shot-making

Get a competitive advantage over 
your rivals

More compelling challenge point 
programs

Highly interactive team training 
sessions

You’re building a world-class program 

Base your facility around Zen Green 
Stage® and give your students 
access to the world’s most advanced 
adjustable playing surface.

"We are here to make golfers better. 
Zen Green Stage now plays a 
valuable role in that process."

Craig Allan, Sea Island, 
Georgia



FOR 
BROADCAST

Live interaction with golf legends 
beamed directly into your studio

Creative live sports presentations 
using state-of-the-art technology

“It is a pleasure to work with the Zen 
Green Stage team. It is easy to use, 
reliable and scientifically- proven. 
We use it to give analysis and 
professional insight to Sky viewers 
on live broadcasts.”

Jason Wessely, Head of Golf, 
Sky Sports

Proven by Europe’s #1 sports 
broadcaster, Sky Sports.

As seen on TV at The Masters, 
The Open, The Ryder Cup and more.

Since 2017, Zen has worked closely 
with Sky Sports Golf to deliver their 
award-winning sports drama to a 
new and excited golf audience



FOR 
TECHNOLOGY 
PARTNERS
Integrate Zen Green Stage® with 
your technology:

•	 Launch monitors 

•	 Golf simulator software

•	 Augmented Reality

•	 Virtual Reality

•	 Putting analysis

•	 3D force plates

•	 3D biomechanics

•	 Ball tracking

•	 Training aids

•	 Video systems

•	 AI and Machine Learning

•	 Eye tracking

•	 Gait analysis

•	 ECG and brain monitoring

•	 Wellness metrics

•	 Research projects

“Nowadays you should be designing 
your studio around Zen Green Stage. 
No-one else out there has a product 
that can do this.”

Tim Cutshall,  IA Sports, 
USA #1 Golf Academy 
Designer

2021 Zen Green Stage® on-floor with optional
Zen Simulator Canopy, Touch-Screen Controller, 
Zen Master Turf and Zen Full Strike Oval.



Green Stage 
attracts 
crowds to 
ProTech  

“Thank you 
to all who 
attended our 
official opening 
and had a go 
on our new Zen 
Green Stage”

  #ZEN
YOURGAME
Instagram: @zenoracle

Twitter: @ZenGolf

Facebook: ZenGolf.Greenstage
Zen Eye AR debut, Ryder Cup 2018

 “An incredible end to a fantastic week 

@skysportsgolf #rydercup2018 where 

we showcased Zen Green Stage during 

live coverage”

 Footballer Lee Sharpe at the Zen Golf Studio
“Great chat tonight with the putting and mind guru @zenoracle Intense putting session but inspired and enlightened. The journey continues...

@lsharpey

@zenoracle

Nick Dougherty, Masters 2019, Sky Sports

“Looking back to the year’s first Major, where Sky 

Sports Golf used the Green Stage to recreate 

shots from the tournament”

@zenoracle

Michael Breed Masterclasses on Zen Green Stage

“Impress your friends with a #PowerDraw during 

your next round! Check out tonight’s episode for 

some quick things to think about!”

Love this home swing room 

“This golfer has a desirable setup at home, based 

on Zen Green Stage … it’s the ultimate indoor 

golf studio.”

@pro_putting

@ZenGolf
@michaelbreed

@PepperellEddie on Green Stage at Core Golf 
“It was a pleasure building your 4 putters which helped you to world #38! @BettinardiGolf”

@CoreGolfUK

Phil Kenyon 
Academy using 
Zen Green 
Stage

“The speed 
which you 
deliver on a 
breaking putt 
will determine 
when the ball 
starts to break 
off its start 
line.”

@philkenyonputting

Ian Poulter’s home 
Zen Green Stage 
setup

“Amazing to 
simulate a few 
putts. Hard to 
believe a 4% putt 
breaks as much as 
this. Green Stage 
by @zenoracle. 
Great practice.”

@IanJamesPoulter



INSTALLATION 
& STUDIO 
DESIGN
Zen Green Stage® takes your indoor 
golf experience to a new level:

•	 Golf academies

•	 Covered bays at the range

•	 Home swing rooms

•	 Garden rooms

•	 Retail stores

•	 Leisure environments

We have studio design and 
installation partners worldwide.

NEW Self-build option.

Contact us to discuss your space
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SIZES & 
SPECS
Recessed in-Floor

Zen Green Stage® standard sizes:

16 x 8 feet (4.88m x 2.44m)
20 x 8 feet (6.10m x 2.44m)

Custom sizes also available.

IN-FLOOR INSTALLATION

DIMENSIONS IN MM Screen to 
WallA B B4 C1 D

  Simulator Position Rear2 Side/Putt3

  20' x 8' Green Stage 3660 8575 7245 3050 5835 300
  16' x 8' Green Stage 3660 7355 6025 3050 4615 300

1)   Add 250mm if using a fairway wood on   
 a sloping lie

2) Doppler system 
  e.g. Trackman or Flightscope

3) Photometric system 
  e.g. Foresight, SkyTrak or putting line        

projection e.g. Zen Eye,  PuttView and 
other overhead systems

4) 800mm clear behind Green Stage

All dimensions provided for
guidance only



ON-FLOOR INSTALLATION

DIMENSIONS IN MM Screen to 
WallA B B4 C1 D

  Simulator Position Rear2 Side/Putt3

  20' x 8' Green Stage 3660 8245 7245 3355 5505 300
  16' x 8' Green Stage 3660 7025 6025 3355 4285 300

SIZES & 
SPECS
Standing on-Floor

Zen Green Stage® standard sizes:

16 x 8 feet (4.88m x 2.44m)
20 x 8 feet (6.10m x 2.44m)

Custom sizes also available.

1)   Add 250mm if using a fairway wood on   
 a sloping lie

2) Doppler system 
  e.g. Trackman or Flightscope

3) Photometric system 
  e.g. Foresight, SkyTrak or putting line        

projection e.g. Zen Eye,  PuttView and 
other overhead systems

4) 800mm clear behind Green Stage

All dimensions provided for
guidance only



WHAT’S 
IN THE 
BOX?

ZEN GREEN STAGE with 
1 x PUTTING CUP

COMPUTER SOFTWARE  
& CONTROL SYSTEM 

COMPUTER CABINET 
(Floor-standing or wall-
mounted)

SAFETY STEP & 
SURROUND

BALL FENDER

RUBBER PROTECTION 
EDGING

ALL REQUIRED FIXINGS

POWER CABLES

PRINTED INSTRUCTION 
MANUAL

REMOTE ASSISTANCE

Model shown: Zen Green Stage® 
with optional Zen Master Turf 
and Touch-Screen Controller

®



OPTIONS
•	 Design Service 

•	 Simulator Canopy

•	 Touch-Screen Controller

•	 Zen Eye Augmented 
Reality

•	 Zen Full Strike Oval for 
full-swing play

•	 Zen Master Turf or Zen 
Club Turf

TOUCH-SCREEN CONTROLLERDESIGN

CANOPY TURF OPTIONS

ZEN EYE (Augmented Reality)

STRIKE OVAL

Talk to us about adding other 
technology to your Zen Green Stage® 
set up



ABOUT 
ZEN

Learn golf more naturally

Find your Zen

The ecological approach Nick Middleton

Out on the golf course, it's an ever-changing 
environment. Putts break, fairway lies aren't flat like 
at the driving range. Your body automatically plants 
itself on sloping ground, your senses kick in, and 
you're balanced. This is "ecological learning" at work, 
on the golf course. And you did it without thinking.
 
This is the Zen way of learning. In the studio, the 
uniquely-adjustable Zen Green Stage® enables you to 
recreate that ever-changing golf course environment. 
It encourages experimentation. Your sensory system 
feels the break of the putt, and how it feels to hit 
shots from sloping lies. So when you're back out on 
the golf course, you have become your own guru. 
Self-organised, able to cope with variability, and a 
better golfer. 

Zen Golf founder Nick Middleton is a Tour putting 
coach, creator of the revolutionary Zen Oracle 
putter, and the Zen Green Stage.
 
Based in the City of Sheffield, one of world’s 
technology and industry powerhouses, Nick and 
the Zen Golf team develop original technologies 
which progress the sport of golf, makes it more 
enjoyable, improves performance, and helps to grow 
participation at all levels of the game.
 
The 2021 connected Zen Green Stage® helps golfers 
recreate any makeable putt on the planet and play 
off sloping lies, and is the latest ground-breaking 
product from this ambitious and talented team.

Zen's mission is to enrich your golf, 
and to better enjoy all the health
benefits the sport has to offer.

Zen Green Stage® creates a variable 
playing surface on which you can 
express your youthful curiosity and 
playfulness, leading to discovery and 
improvement. 

It prepares you for the golf course 
like no other indoor practice
environment can.



THE 
NEW 
NORMAL
Zen Green Stage® introduces an 
adjustable, programmable playing 
surface to the sport.

Grounded in reality©, 
Zen Green Stage® offers more 
movement, more stability, more 
connectivity, more accuracy, and 
more flexibility than any other 
product.

Trusted by Tour Players, TV 
broadcasters and world-class golf 
academies, Zen Green Stage® 
opens up original new possibilities 
for indoor and covered golf.

Coach and play on a different level.

Zen Green Stage®

“The Zen Green Stage adjustable 
playing surface fundamentally 
improves golf practice and 
tuition.”
 Nick Middleton, Founder



CONTACT 
US

Zen Green Stage

Zen Studio
Vector X Cel, Bessemer Way, 
Rotherham, S60 1FB
United Kingdom.

+44 (0)114 262 6933

info@zenoracle.com

www.zenoracle.com

Instagram: @zenoracle

Twitter: @ZenGolf

Facebook: ZenGolf.Greenstage

®

Zen Registered Office
14 Jessops Riverside, Sheffield 
S9 2RX, United Kingdom.


